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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Today's standard cancer therapy treatment modalities haveproven
successful in curing or reducing the risk of mortality forsome kinds of
cancers.These modalities include surgery, radiation therapy, and
chemotherapy applied independently or interdependently.Although major
changes have taken place in the areas of radiation therapy andcancer
surgery, it is the systemic treatment of cancerlargely in the form of
chemotherapythat has made the greatest strides over the last 50years
[1].However, many exceptions to this success story still remain.For
example, conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy cannot stop the
growth of some kinds of human cancers, such as certain malignant tumors
of the skin, brain, and eye.
An ideal therapy would kill all tumor cells without seriously
damaging normal, healthy tissues.Unless complete eradication is
obtained, the danger exists that the particular tumor, malignantor
benign, may reestablish itself.
Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT), a form of radiation therapy
conceived over five decades ago, has recently reemergedas a potential
therapeutic modality in the treatment of cancer with renewed interest
here in the U.S. and elsewhere.A BNCT treatment protocol would involve
administering to the patient a compound containing enriched 108 (anon-
toxic, chemically versatile stable isotope constituting about 20% of
natural boron) which concentrates at the tumor site.The tumor is then2
irradiated with low-energy (0.025 eV) thermal neutrons.The 1°B atoms,
having a very high affinity for thermal neutrons, absorb theneutrons,
and, in the process, become unstable and undergoan instantaneous
disintegration (sometimes referred to as fission).The positively
charged disintegration productsa helium-4 nucleus (alpha particle)
and a lithium-7 nucleus share an average of 2.34 MeV of kineticenergy
upon birth and are densely ionizing in tissue.They are short-range
particles that deliver all of their kineticenergy within about 10 Am in
tissue (approximately one cell diameter), thus, potentially injuringor
killing the tumor cell.Figure 1.1 is a simple depiction of this basic
nuclear reaction occurring within a hypothetical tumor cell.
Figure 1.1 BNCT Reaction Inside a Tumor Cell [2]
A 10B nucleus is shown located in the cell cytoplasm (C) near the cell nucleus (N).
A thermal neutron (n) is captured by the 1013 atom, generating a 4He and a 7Li
particle.3
For BNCT to be successful as a tumor treatment therapy, (1)a
sufficient quantity of 10B must be localized within the tumor cells, and
(2) enough thermal neutrons must be delivered and absorbed by the 10 Bto
sustain a lethal reaction while sparing normal healthy tissue.
This study focuses on the development, testing, and implementation
of a BNCT research facility at Oregon State University (OSU) from
inception to the start of the first in vitro rat pituitary tumor cell
irradiations.Specifically, the present study reflects a portion ofa
collaborative research project aimed at demonstrating the efficacy of
BNCT applied to pituitary tumors and, ultimately, other endocrine
neoplasms (tumors).So far as is known, this is the first, and
presently the only, such BNCT-pituitary research underway in the U.S.or
elsewhere.The scope of this study addresses the design and
implementation of a research facility capable of conducting BNCT in
vitro studies of rat pituitary tumor cells at the Oregon State
University TRIGA Reactor (OSTR) in collaboration with researchers at the
Oregon Health Sciences University (OHSU).
Key topics presented in this thesis include a history of BNCT,
BNCT reaction energetics, BNCT dosimetric and radiobiologic
considerations, the application potential of BNCT, the associated OSU
research facilities and dosimetry program, and recommendations for
future work.
1.1 Background
It is interesting and worthwhile to briefly review the history of
BNCT and to understand the relatively recent events that have spurred4
its renewed interest in the U.S. as a potentialcancer treatment
modality.
The first observation of charged particles from slow-neutron
irradiation of boron was made at Cambridge Universityon December 10,
1934 [3].When the neutron capture reactions became known in the U.S.,
it was proposed that they be applied to cancer radiation therapy by the
selective uptake of a suitable isotope into a patient's tumor, followed
by slow-neutron irradiation of the tumor-bearing tissue [4].The source
of neutrons used around this time was radium-beryllium powder (RaBe)
[5].The first radiobiological studies in the U.S. using the neutron
reaction with 10B were performed at the University of Illinois in 1938
[6].During the next few years, reduced viability of mouse tumor
transplants after their exposure to boric acid and irradiation by slow
neutrons in vitro was reported [6].
After World War II, studies in radiobiology and medical physics
were begun at institutes in the U.S., such as Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL), which were established by the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission primarily for nonmilitary nuclear. physics research [5].The
Brookhaven Graphite Research Reactor (BGRR) was commissioned in August,
1950.Plans for BNCT treatment of malignant gliomas (a class of brain
tumors) at the BGRR were coordinated and quickly brought to fruition
[7].Beginning early in 1951, some patients with glioblastoma
multiforme (a grade IV, particularly invasive and uniformly lethal
malignant glioma) were referred to Brookhaven for BNCT and the first
patient was irradiated at the BGRR on February 15, 1951, just 6 months
after the BGRR commissioning [5].Although no severe side effects were5
noted on these human patients, mean survival times increased only
slightly.
Also, during the 1950s and early 1960s, studieson BNCT of a mouse
tumor were carried out at BNL.A mouse glioma was transplanted
intramuscularly into the mouse thigh.It was shown that BNCT could cure
the transplanted tumor almost predictably withno visible residual side
effects on the mouse [8].These results were the first extensive and
successful experimental demonstrations of the BNCT concept in vivo.
During this time efforts to identify a 10 B-carrier that would
yield more favorable tumor to brain boron concentration ratioswere
relatively unsuccessful with maximum tumor to brain ratios of about 1.6
[9].It was suggested that adverse complications of BNCT for human
gliomas might be avoided if adequate numbers of neutrons could be
delivered to the tumor during the few minutes when the tumor to brain
10
B concentration ratio was considered most favorable.Thermal neutrons
would have to be generated at a much greater rate thanwas possible at
any accessible port of the BGRR.Thus, in 1955 plans were made to build
a compact, high-flux, broad-beam thermal neutron facility for BNCT
studies at the BNL Medical Department [10].The 5 MW H20-moderated
Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor (BMRR) became operational in 1959.
It was a major disappointment that BNCT of 17 human cerebral tumors (all
but one were malignant gliomas) carried out at the BMRR from 1959 to
1961 was not nearly as useful as had been anticipated; the median post-
BNCT survival was only 3 months.Failure to show substantial extensions
of lifespan resulted in suspension of the BNL clinical trials of BNCT.6
There has been no patient treated by BNCT in the United States since
1961 [5].
In the early clinical trials of BNCT, therewere no techniques
available that were fast enough to quantitate the 10B concentration in
the patient's blood.Such measurements could be very important in
planning the duration of irradiation.Thus, radiation damage to the
cerebral vasculature (i.e., the capillary endothelium)was a major
complication of these early trials.Recently, a gamma ray spectrometry
facility has been constructed at BNL to measure 10B quickly and
accurately in less than a gram of blood or tissue [11].
Another important aspect of these early clinical trialswas the
unavailability of boron-containing compounds that would preferentially
enter glioma tissues and not cross the blood-brain barrier.Such boron
compounds were first synthesized in the 1960s.The applicability of
these compounds to BNCT was studied initially at the Massachusetts
General Hospital [12].This led to the selection of one particular
compound, sodium mercaptoundecahydrododecaborate (Na2B12H11SH, commonly
referred to as BSH) for BNCT clinical trials of brain tumors in Japan.
The first BNCT irradiation of a human brain tumor in Japan took place in
August 1968 [13,14].Since 1968 ongoing human clinical trials of BNCT
for malignant gliomas and other brain tumors have been conducted by Dr.
Hiroshi Hatanaka, a Japanese neurosurgeon, and his colleagues.
There have been reports of excellent results insome malignant
glioma patients treated with BNCT in Japan.For example, a man with
glioblastoma multiforme so treated in 1972 atage 50 was alive and
neurologically stable in the spring of 1990 with no radiographic7
evidence of a brain neoplasm (Hatanaka, 1990, unpublished).But,
despite Hatanaka's success with some patients, American and European
oncologists are reluctant to endorse the Japanese technique in
preference to alternative methods of postoperative brain tumor therapy.
However, the astonishing energy and bold initiatives of Hatanaka's
Japanese BNCT team are followed in the West with great interest because
that team demonstrated for the first time that BNCTcan be successful in
treating and possibly curing some patients with brain tumors [5].No
doubt Hatanaka's work, combined with current state-of-the-art boron
compound developments and theoretical and actual improvements in
specificity of 10B tumor loading, is largely responsible for the current
U.S. resurgence of interest and intense research in BNCTas a tumor
treatment modality.
Thus, BNCT is very promising for certain types of cancers because
of its potential to achieve a sufficiently high degree of selectivity
that would spare normal cells and destroy malignant ones.As a binary
system, each component can be manipulated independently to maximize
selectivity.Current mainstream BNCT research focuses on:(1) the
pharmacological and radiobiological evaluation of new boron transport
agents [15]; and (2) the optimization and refinement of thermal and
epithermal neutron beams for in vitro and in vivo studies, respectively.
It is anticipated that BNCT clinical trials for patients with malignant
gliomas may resume soon in the U.S.Such trials will make use of these
second- and third-generation boron compounds with improved tumor
specificity.Also, epithermal neutron beams will be used for better
depth dose distributions.8
1.2 BNCT Reaction Energetics
The energetics of the fundamental nuclear reaction upon which the
BNCT concept is founded, commonly symbolized as 1°B(n,a)7Li, is well
known [16,17,18]:
4 7
2He(a) + 3L1 + 2.79 MeV (6%)
15B + lonth(0.025 eV)-,[115B]*
42He(a) + 73Li+ 1(0.48 MeV) + 2.31 MeV (94%)
As can be seen, two decay pathways of the intermediate excited 11B
atom exist: one (branching ratio 94%) in which the a-particle and
lithium nucleus receive kinetic energies of 1.47 MeV and 0.84 MeV,
respectively (a gamma ray (y) of 0.48 MeV is emitted from the excited
lithium nucleus within 210-14 s); and the other pathway (branching ratio
6%), where the a-particle and lithium nucleus receive kinetic energies
of 1.78 MeV and 1.01 MeV, respectively, with no gamma ray emission [18].
When averaged over the two decay paths, the mean energy imparted to the
a-particle and 7Li nucleus is approximately 2.34 MeV per capture
reaction (i.e., 83% of the average energy released per reaction).The
remaining 17% is in the 0.48 MeV gamma ray emitted instantaneously from
the excited 7Li ion.
The alpha particle (4He nucleus) and recoiling 7Li nucleus from
the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction receive, on the average, =1.49 MeV and 20.85
MeV of initial kinetic energy, respectively [19,20].This translates
into average ranges in water (i.e., effectively tissue equivalent) of
z9 gm and z5 gm, respectively [4].Respective maximum linear energy
transfer (LET) values are z250 keV gm-I and 2350 keV gm-1 [17] with9
calculated mean LETs over the respective stopping paths of =170 keV Am-1
for each particle.
1.3 BNCT General Dosimetric and Radiobiologic Considerations
The optimization of BNCT as a cancer treatment modalitypresents a
multitude of challenges.Current general BNCT dosimetric and
radiobiologic considerations are discussed below in further detail.
BNCT has a significant advantage over most other radiation
therapies in that the predominant type of radiation producedare the
high-LET 7Li and 4He nuclei which deposit all of theirenergy within =10
Am in tissue.These densely ionizing particles destroya wide variety
of intracellular organelles and molecules suchas DNA, RNA, and proteins
resulting in cell death [15].They are equally lethal to hypoxic cells,
oxygenated cells, and non-dividing cells in the Go phase (i.e.,
interphase) [16].
Further, it has been shown that there is little, ifany, cellular
repair from damage caused by high-LET radiations, whereas sublethal
damage (SLD) and potentially lethal damage (PLD) induced bygamma rays
and x-rays are repairable [16,19].These properties are particularly
favorable for the treatment of neoplasms (especially brain neoplasmsin
which significant DNA repair may occur [21]) whereevery tumor cell must
be destroyed to guarantee tumor non-recurrence.
Many studies have investigated the relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) value which should be assigned to the 10B(n,a)7Li
high-LET reaction products.These values range from 1.94 to 6.01
depending upon the biological system investigated [16,22,23,24].10
Because of the short track length of these high-LET particles, it
appears that the quantity and location of the 10B atoms with respect to
the tumor cells (e.g., extracellular, intracytoplasmic, intranuclear,
etc.) is of critical importance to the likelihood ofa "hit" on critical
intracellular molecules such as DNA.Thus, to produce maximum killing
efficiency (i.e., maximum RBE) one would seek targeting compounds which
would preferentially deliver adequate quantities of 10B withinor near
the cell nucleus.
There are some promising new methods to quantitate the boron
concentration in tissue samples and cell suspensions, suchas
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), capable of
measuring 10B concentrations as low as 0.5 ppb [25,26,27,28].These
techniques, although invaluable for quantitation,are not capable of
determining the precise intracellular localization of the "B.However,
there are a few methods currently available with the micron spatial
resolution required for evaluating boron distribution at the subcellular
level for in vitro samples only.Recently, there have been reported
successes in quantitative localization of boron to cellular organelles
using ion microscopy (also known as secondary ion mass spectrometryor
SIMS) [29,30].Ion microscopy can quantitatively (at the partsper
million level) locate boron intracellular deposition ata spatial
resolution of about 1 gm [30].Other techniques, such as confocal laser
scanning microscopy and density gradient ultracentrifugation, can also
identify subcellular localization of certain boronated reagents, but
without quantitation [31].11
It is anticipated that the ability to preferentially direct the
10
B to tumor cells, to quantify its intracellular location, and to
employ recent specialized methods of microdosimetry [17] shouldsoon
yield more precise RBE values for the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction in specific
biologic systems.Indeed, microdosimetry may well be one of the few
viable experimental techniques capable of verifying theaccuracy of dose
and RBE calculations for in vivo BNCT [17].Recent Monte Carlo
calculations indicate that 10B external to the cell (e.g.,on the plasma
membrane outer surface) would produce .-.10% of the dose delivered bya
uniform 10B cellular distribution, whereas cytoplasmic and nuclear
localization would each deliver 2.5 times the dose froma uniform
distribution [16,32].
As with any cancer therapy protocol, there are both advantages and
disadvantages.Whereas the substantial advantages of BNCT (as discussed
above) appear to significantly outweigh the disadvantages,one must
identify, address, and mitigate the disadvantages prior to resumption of
human clinical trials.Since, as with any radiation therapy, the
radiation dose delivered to a tumor is limited mainly by the tolerance
of the surrounding healthy tissue to the direct and/or indirect effects
of the intentionally applied therapeutic radiation dose, it is
recognized that effective BNCT must deal with two major problems.
First, how can a sufficient amount of 10B be delivered to and
preferentially localized within all of the neoplastic cells (i.e., with
minimal 108 uptake in normal tissue)?Second, how can an adequate
fluence (n cm-2) of thermal neutrons, with minimal contaminating
radiations, be delivered to the boronated tumor cells, thus sustaininga12
lethal 10B(n,a)7Li reaction in each tumor cell, all the whileensuring
minimal neutron and other radiation exposure of healthy tissue?These
two questions and their attendant problems have recently been, andare
today, receiving intensive investigations both in the U.S. and abroad.
Today, test and research nuclear reactors remain the exclusive
source for delivery of thermal and/or epithermal neutron beams for BNCT
in vitro/in vivo research and the expected imminent resumption of U.S.
clinical trials.One reference lists 40 U.S. reactors that might be
capable of producing neutron beams intense enough for BNCT [33].This
is due to their capacity for modification to extract various types of
neutron beams with fluence rates > 109 n cm-2 s-1 which would facilitate
relatively short irradiation times to achieve adequate neutron fluences
for effective BNCT.Although there are a number of alternative neutron
sources which are being researched for feasibility, such as accelerators
and radioisotopes for use in hospital environments, it is unlikely that
serious production efforts will proceed in this direction until the
efficacy of BNCT has been clearly demonstrated using neutron beams from
test reactors [15,16].
In BNCT there are five major components of the total absorbed dose
which must be considered.They are: (1) the absorbed dose due to the
previously described 1°B(nth,a)7Li reaction products; (2) the absorbed
dose due to protons emitted from the
14-.
N(nth ,p)14C reaction; (3) the
absorbed dose due to hydrogen capture gamma rays from the 1H(nth,y)2H
reaction; (4) the absorbed dose due to the 1H(n,n)1H proton recoil
reaction (caused by the fast neutron component which accompanies the
thermal neutron beam as it enters the patient); and (5) the absorbed13
dose due to the gamma rays that accompany the reactor neutron beamas it
enters the patient (recall that hydrogen and nitrogen are present in
both healthy and tumor tissues).
Present day tailored thermal and epithermal neutron beamsare
relatively pure with respect to direct fast neutron contamination and
the unavoidable direct gamma ray contamination is also minimal in these
beams.For example, one recent BNCT in vivo study on murine (mice)
malignant gliomas using the thermal neutron beam at the 5-MW
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Research Reactor (MITR-II)
reported an average total absorbed dose breakdown (to whole mice) as
follows:5% from the direct fast/epithermal neutron component, 80% from
the 10B(n,o)7Li high-LET reaction products, and 15% from direct/indirect
gamma rays and other thermal neutron interactions [34].
The microscopic thermal neutron capture cross sections (an
expression of the propensity for a given isotope to absorba thermal
neutron), measured in barns (1 barn =10-24 cm2)for 10B,
14N,and 1H are
3838, 1.83, and 0.333, respectively [35].Based upon capture cross
sections alone, it would appear that the absorbed dose due to the 14N
and 111 reactions should be negligible with respect to 1°B; however,
normal tissue has abundant quantities of 14N and 1H (3% and 10% by
weight, respectively) and practically no 10B [16].(It should be noted
that although normal human tissue also contains abundant quantities of
12C and 160, their thermal neutron capturecross sections are, indeed,
negligible [34].)
Hence, to optimize the therapeutic value of BNCT one would
endeavor to manipulate this two-component therapy so as to assure a14
minimally sufficient 1°B-loading of all tumor cells (with a maximum
tumor to normal tissue 1013 concentration ratio) combined with a directed
exposure of the tumor tissue to a minimum, yet sufficient, quantity of
thermal neutrons to guarantee a lethal 10B(n,a)7Li reaction in all tumor
cells while minimizing radiation damage to the surrounding healthy
tissues.
Today, much of the literature suggests the following values as
targets for this two-component therapy [16]:
(1) tumor cell loading = 10
9 10
B atoms/cell
(2) tumor thermal neutron fluence of 1012 to 1013 n cm-2
These assumptions bear some discussion.
With respect to the 10B atom cellular density, it is evident that
the quantity and location of 10B atoms relative to the radiation-
sensitive volume of the tumor cells will be of critical importance in
establishing the efficacy of BNCT.Because of the large amount of
energy deposited locally by the high-LET particles per 10B(n,a)7Li event
(-4.34 MeV), only a small number of events within a given cell are
necessary to deposit a substantial dose (e.g., about 4 events occurring
in the volume of one cell deposits an average dose of 1.5 Gy [32]).As
alluded to above, one needs to know with some degree of confidence what
percentage of this energy is deposited within the critical target volume
of each cell in order to ensure complete tumor destruction.It appears,
then, that the average dose to the tumor is likely to be a poor
representation of the actual dose delivered to each cell's critical
target volume.Indeed, because of the relatively few events required to
impart a substantial energy per cell, the issue becomes very15
probabilistic and one must expect a large variation in energy deposition
in the cells and, therefore, their radiation-sensitive organelles [32].
Thus, empirical microdosimetric techniques and computer-generated
simulations are providing useful information in determining optimal 10B
levels [11,17,18].
It is of interest to briefly address the "apparent" origin(s) of
the still generally accepted target of =109 10B atoms per cell.The 109
10
B atoms per tumor cell number derives from many studies, some of which
go back twenty years or more, which identified minimum tumoricidal
concentrations in "wet tumor tissue" of 15 to 50 gg/g 10B
[2,15,16,18,36,37,38].These concentrations, when exposed to thermal
neutron fluences of 1012 to 1013n cm-2, demonstrated tumoricidal
effects without undue radiation damage to the surrounding healthy
tissues from the unavoidable nitrogen and hydrogen neutron capture
reactions.It is important to note that all of these tumor tissue 10B
concentrations assume a homogeneous, uniform distribution of 10B
throughout the tumor volume (i.e., the 10B concentration is the same
outside the cell, in the cytoplasm, and in the cell nucleus) since,as
mentioned above, simulation studies indicate that specific
intracytoplasmic and/or intranuclear localization of 1°B would result in
the need for fewer 10B atoms per cell.Further, if, for example, a
uniform concentration of 35 gg
10
B/g tissue is assumed in a spherical
cell with an average diameter of say 10 gm and a tissue density of 1.0
g cm-3, a simple mathematical calculation results in a 10B atom density
of =1.1 x 109 10B atoms per cell; hence, since many experiments were16
conducted at about this 10B concentration, perhaps this is the origin of
the 1.109 10B atoms per tumor cell target.
Also, some studies state that the "B concentration in tumors
should not exceed 100 gg/g since the 10B self-shielding effect begins to
degrade the thermal neutron fluence distribution across the
10
B-containing mass at higher concentrations [39].
1.4 BNCT Potential as a Treatment for Pituitary Tumors
Pituitary tumors and other endocrine associated cancers (e.g.,
breast, prostate, pancreas, tumors of the gastrointestinal tract,
adrenal cortical tumors, and malignant melanoma) representa group of
neoplasms that also can have poor clinical outcomes.These tumors
possess an inherent characteristic that makes them excellent BNCT
candidates.
As noted above, one of the main problems with past BNCT clinical
trials was the lack of highly selective tumor-seeking boronylated
compounds.Endocrine tumors may have a unique advantage in this
specificity of 108 targeting.Most endocrine cell types, neoplastic or
normal, possess specific cell membrane receptors that bind specific
hormone molecules.Thus, boronylated hormones (i.e., specific hormones
tagged with 10B atoms) can, theoretically, target specific endocrine
neoplasms.Pituitary tumors can be considered as prototypical endocrine
neoplasms.
A brief explanation of the pituitary anatomy and physiologic
mechanisms which control the hormonal releasing functions for certain of17
the pituitary endocrine cells providesa basis for understanding the
potential for this unique, highly specific 1°B-to-tumorcell targeting.
The human pituitary gland is a small gland (about1 cm in diameter
and 0.5 to 1.0 g in weight) that lies in the sellaturcica at the base
of the brain and is connected with the hypothalamus bythe pituitary (or
hypophysial) stalk (Figure 1.2) [40].The anterior pituitary gland
(adenohypophysis) contains at least five different types ofsecretory
cells.Usually, there is one specific cell type for each majorhormone
produced in this gland.Indeed, six very important hormones plus
several less important ones are secreted by the anteriorpituitary.
Secretion by these anterior pituitary secretory cells is controlledby
hormones called hypothalamic releasing hormones (or factors)which are
produced and secreted within the hypothalamus itself andthen conducted
to the anterior pituitary through minute blood vessels called
hypothalamic-hypophysial portal vessels [40].
Obviously, a given anterior pituitary secretory cell typemust
"recognize" and respond only to its specific hypothalamic releasing
hormone for desired, normal endocrine function tooccur.The signaling
mechanism for these anterior pituitary secretory cells isas follows.
The pituitary cells have hormone receptors locatedon the surface of and
within the cell plasma membrane.Each hormone receptor is highly
specific for a single hypothalamic releasing hormone (i.e., it binds
only with its specific releasing hormone).The binding of releasing
hormone with receptor usually causes a cascade of intracellular
reactions including, of course, release of the specific pituitary
hormone.Moreover, the releasing hormones are internalized into theThe pituitary gland. (a) the pituitary gland is
attached to the hypothalamus and lies in the sella turcica of the
sphenoid bone. (b) a diagram of the pituitary gland shows the
various portions.
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Figure 1.2 The Pituitary Gland19
pituitary cells within minutes of initial hormone bindingas part of the
normal mechanism of membrane receptor recycling (Figure1.3).It is
important to note that neoplasms derived from theseanterior pituitary
cells retain their ability to respond to hypothalamicreleasing
hormones, often with a heightened sensitivity.Herein lies the
potential for very high specificity of 10B loading ofpituitary tumor
cells.
CRH
Adenylate
cyclase
CRH G protein
receptor
Cyclic AMP
Figure 1.3 Releasing Hormone-Receptor Mechanism
Figure 1.3 depicts the corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) interacting with its
specific membrane receptor, which causes a cascade of transmembrane signaling
events including the modulation of the G-protein complex and the activation of the
membrane associated enzyme adenylate cyclase that converts adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) to cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), the corticotroph intracellular
second messenger.The hormone bound to its receptor is internalized into the
corticotroph cell within minutes of hormone binding and the hormone-receptor
complex is degraded and the receptor recycled back to the cell membrane forreuse.20
Thus, with 10B atoms tagged to the synthesized specific releasing
hormone, it is anticipated that a sufficient quantity of 10Bcan be
"loaded" into and on the cells of the pituitary tumor ofinterest with a
very high degree of specificity.
1.5 Conclusion
Certainly the wealth of published literature attests to the wide
interest and current effort to demonstrate BNCTas a viable cancer
treatment modality both in the U.S. and abroad.Dr. Hatanaka's
successes in Japan with treatment of human gliomas, although sparing and
poorly controlled, cannot be ignored.Recent advances in the synthesis
of boron-containing compounds with greater selectivity for neoplastic
cells is promising (e.g., porphyrins, low density lipoproteins,
endocrine hormones), as is the development of reactor-based epithermal
beams which have superior tissue-penetrating properties and should be
more clinically effective than thermal beams [16].
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CHAPTER 2
OSU BNCT RESEARCH FACILITIES
This chapter presents the design approach and the selectionand
setup of experimental facilities at OSU to support initialin vitro BNCT
irradiation studies of various rat pituitary tumor cell lines.
2.1 Design Approach
A general design model for investigating the efficacy of BNCTon a
specific line of rat pituitary tumor cells in vitro is depictedin
Figure 2.1.
AtT-20 Cells AtT-20 Cells
Unconjugated CRH CRH - carborane
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Figure 2.1 Design Model for Demonstrating in vitro BNCT25
The specific cell type shown in Figure 2.1, AtT-20, isa line of
rat pituitary tumor corticotrophs which have plasma membrane receptors
which bind the hypothalamic releasing hormone CRH (corticotropin
releasing hormone) as shown above in Figure 1.3.The carborane cage,
referred to in Figure 2.1, is a molecule which consists of two carbon
atoms and ten 10B atoms.The cage has been synthesized by Professor M.
Frederick Hawthorne, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, UCLA.
This carborane cage has been conjugated to various hypothalamic
releasing hormones by Dr. Harry Chen, NIH, Bethesda, MD.The conjugated
CRH-carborane cage has been shown to retain biological activity.
Thus, Figure 2.1 depicts in vitro thermal neutron irradiation of
sets of AtT-20 cells in which one set has been exposed to conjugated
CRH-carborane cage and the other to unconjugated CRH and carboranecage.
If, as anticipated, the conjugated CRH-carboranecage facilitates
introduction of 10B atoms intracellularly, it follows that the AtT-20
set exposed to the conjugate should demonstrate a significant decrease
in cell survival as compared to the AtT-20 cells incubated in the
unconjugated CRH and carborane cage subsequent to thermal neutron
irradiation.This, then, is the general approach which will be pursued
to demonstrate BNCT efficacy on rat pituitary tumor cells in vitro.
As a first step in the preparation to conduct BNCT pituitary tumor
efficacy studies in accordance with the above in vitro model at OSU,
shielding modifications were made to the OSTR thermal column,an in
vitro cell sample holder was constructed, and an on-site BNCT Laboratory
and support equipment/services program was established at the OSU
Radiation Center.26
2.2 OSTR Thermal Column Modification and Sample Holder Design
The OSTR is a 1 MW TRIGA Mark II research reactor.It is a water-
cooled, swimming pool type of research reactor which uses enriched
uranium/zirconium hydride fuel elements in a circular gridarray.
Figure 2.2 shows a vertical section of the OSTR cut roughly through the
center of the core.Figure 2.3 is a three dimensional cutaway view of a
typical TRIGA Mark II reactor.Figure 2.4 is a plan view of the OSTR
with the horizontal section cut roughly through the vertical mid-section
of the core.In all three of these figures one can see the standard
configuration of the OSTR thermal column.
As stated in Chapter 1, when conducting in vitro BNCT irradiations
one aspires to achieving a sufficiently high thermal neutron flux while
minimizing the epithermal and fast neutron fluxes, as well as the
various gamma ray flux components.Of the radiation facilities
associated with the OSTR, the thermal column offered the most potential
for achieving this objective with a relative minimum of modification.
The OSTR thermal column is a rectangular parallelepiped oriented
normally to the reactor core.Its cross section is about 120 cm by 120
cm.Along the central axis of the thermal column there is a 43 cm non-
removable section of graphite, followed by a set of removable graphite
stringers which are about 127 cm long.The thermal column is surrounded
by 0.3 cm of boral (aluminum-clad boron carbide) on the four lateral
sides and the face of the thermal column door.Beyond the boral, the
thermal column is surrounded by concrete.
The center graphite stringer (10 cm by 10 cm) is fitted for easy
removal.Two adjacent stringers in the horizontal plane were also27
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Figure 2.4 Horizontal Section of TRIGA Mark II Reactor30
removed to enhance the number of in vitro cell samples exposedper
irradiation.This resulted in a 10 cm high by 30cm wide by 127 cm long
void space in the center of the thermal column with whichto work in
order to optimize irradiation parameters and design andconstruct a
fitted sample holder.
It was recognized early on that an adequate thermal neutron
exposure to in vitro cell samples could be readily achieved in a matter
of minutes of exposure, depending on reactorpower level and sample
position within the thermal column.Thus, the initial focus was on
measuring and optimizing the thermal to epithermal neutron flux ratio
(Oth/Cbepi), the thermal to fast neutron flux ratio (Oth/Of),and the
direct and indirect gamma ray components.Indeed, the greatest
potential gains were to be made in the intentional shielding of the
gamma ray shielding design of the sample holder, while minimizing
degradation of the thermal neutron beam.In fact, initial beam
characterization studies were performed using only the 10cm by 10 cm
center stringer port.Additional characterization studies were
performed in the 10 cm by 30 cm port after the initialgamma ray
shielding parameters were established.
Also, the initial gamma ray shielding studieswere performed in
the single stringer (10 cm x 10 cm) configuration.Since some thermal
column BNCT designs, noted in the literature, indicated theuse of
bismuth for shielding gamma rays directly in the neutron beam, itwas
decided to compare the effects of lead and bismuth (99.99% pure).Both
bismuth and lead produce capture gamma rays from thermal neutron
capture, with bismuth being about five times less likely to capturea31
thermal neutron than lead (cross sections are 0.034 barns and 0.171
barns, respectively), whereas the density of bismuth is only 16% less
than lead.For example, the mass absorption coefficients for bismuth
and lead for a 1 MeV gamma ray are 0.0692 and 0.0680 cm2 g-1,
respectively.Thus, theoretically it appears that for equal thicknesses
bismuth would be expected to absorb about five times fewer thermal
neutrons and, therefore, produce substantially fewer capture gamma rays
than lead, while being only slightly inferior to lead in its ability to
shield the direct beam gamma ray component.
Also, if one were to continuously increase the thickness of
bismuth (or lead) in a thermal neutron beam, the ratio of thermal
neutron flux to gamma ray dose rate will reach an equilibrium value
beyond which there is a diminishing return on increased shield material
thickness.It is of interest to note that the Kyoto University Research
Reactor Institute found that the bismuth equilibrium value in their
Kyoto University Reactor (KUR) thermal column configuration was
approximately 20 cm [1].
Hence, because of its effective gamma ray attenuation, its lower
thermal neutron cross section, and its lower secondary photon
production, bismuth was chosen as the thermal column gamma ray shielding
material.This included manufacturing an in vitro cell culture sample
holder of pure bismuth.
The in vitro sample holder is a 5.1 cm by 8.8 cm by 20.2 cm piece
of pure bismuth with a removable top (see Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7).
Inside the holder there are six cylindrical wells (2.4 cm diameter, 3.2
cm high) which hold 5 ml polyethylene snap-top vials which contain the32
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cell cultures during irradiation.A drawing of the thermal column BNCT
in vitro bismuth shield/graphite reflector assemblyis shown in Figure
2.8.The sample locations are surrounded by 21.7cm of bismuth in the
direction toward the reactor core,a minimum of 6 cm on the two sides
(the inner four sample locations have slightlymore side shielding),
11.6 cm in the direction away from the reactor, 2.5cm on the top and
3.1 cm on the bottom, thus, utilizing all practicallyavailable space in
and around the 5 ml cell sample vials for bismuthgamma ray shielding.
Following the bismuth shield assembly isa 40 cm long graphite reflector
assembly.
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Figure 2.8 BNCT Bismuth/Graphite Shield/Reflector Assembly Drawing36
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 are photographs of the complete shield/sample
holder/reflector assembly.The total assembly inserted into the thermal
column has a mass of approximately 100 kg; hence itwas constructed in
several pieces for ease of handling.The addition of the
shield/reflector assembly reduced thegamma ray dose at the sample
holder by a factor of about 20, while increasing the thermalneutron
flux by about 10%.
Figures 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 are photographs at variousstages of
placement/removal of the assembly into the 10cm by 30 cm three-stringer
port in the thermal column.
Figure 2.9 Exploded View of Bismuth Shield/Sample Holder Assembly37
Figure 2.10 Complete Bismuth Shield/Graphite/SampleHolder AssemblyFigure 2.11 Placing Bismuth Shield Assembly into ThermalColumnFigure 2.12 Removing Bismuth ShieldAssembly from Thermal ColumnFigure 2.13 Shield Assembly Placement into Three-stringerPort41
2.3 OSU BNCT Research Support Facilities
Several other facilities at OSUare used in support of the joint
OHSU/OSU BNCT program.The majority of these (the BNCT Laboratory,
gamma ray analyzing and counting room, and a "Co gammaray source) are
also housed in the OSU Radiation Center.Also used for BNCT research is
the inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry(ICP-MS) system from VG
PlasmaQuad located at the OSU College of Oceanography.Each of these
facilities is discussed separately below.
The BNCT Laboratory is located in a 46 m2room near the OSTR (see
Figure 2.14).The majority of the work on cells is performed ina Forma
Scientific Class II A/B3 Biological Safety Cabinet laminar flowhood
Model 1184 (see Figure 2.15).During processing, cells are kept in a
CEDCO Model 1400 Water Jacket CO2 Incubator at 37.0 °C,5.0% CO2.Other
processing media are stored in a freezer/refrigerator.Cells are
separated from supporting media in a Beckman Model TJ-6R Centrifuge
(with Refrigeration Unit).Cells are manually counted in a
hemocytometer using an Olympus Model CK2 inverted microscope.A
Precision Scientific Dubnoff Metabolic Shaker Incubator/Bath(Model TS-
66722 AY-5) is used to facilitate cell digestion for subsequentICP-MS
analysis.A Harshaw (now Solon Technologies, Inc.) Model 2000A-B
thermoluminescence detector and automatic integrating picoammeter is
also located in the BNCT laboratory and used for TLD-400 readouts.
There are two "Co sources at the OSU Radiation Center,a 5000 Ci
(as of 1/1/93) Nordion International Gammacell Model 220 anda 65 Ci (as
of 1/1/93) Nuclear Systems/Budd Model R60124 irradiator.The Gammacell
facility is used for gamma ray doses in the tens of Gy to hundreds of42
Figure 2.14 BNCT Cell Laboratory at OSU43
Figure 2.15 Preparing AtT-20 Cells for BNCT Irradiation44
kGy range.The Budd irradiator generally is used to deliver dosesin
the few Gy to hundreds of Gyrange.BNCT TLD calibrations are typically
performed around 200 cGy.
There are about a dozen germanium (hyperpure and lithium-drifted)
semiconductor detector and multichannel analyzer (mca) systemsin the
OSU Radiation Center.For BNCT work, a Princeton Gamma Tech Ge(Li)
detector (13.0% relative efficiency at 1332 keV) is used withan EG&G
Ortec Adcam 8192 multichannel analyzer and associated software.
Boron standards and various biological samples containing boron
have been analyzed on this system.Cell samples are digested in 1 ml of
concentrated nitric acid while being incubated inan 80 °C water bath
for 1 hr.The resultant liquid is then diluted asnecessary for ICP-MS
analysis.(Note: preliminary results and a review of the literature
suggest that microwave acid digestion usinga bomb vessel may be
required for these ICP-MS analyses.)A beryllium internal standard (25
parts per billion (ppb)) is used.For BNCT analysis, the ICP-MS system
is set to sample only masses 9 (Be), 10 (B), and 11 (B).The system
response is quite linear from at least 100 ppb down to below 1 ppb.
2.4 References
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CHAPTER 3
BNCT DOSIMETRY PROGRAM
This chapter discusses the establishment of the BNCT dosimetry
program.It includes initial program setup, operation, problems
encountered, lessons learned, and final results.
3.1 Thermoluminescent Dosimetry Program
Gamma ray dosimetry for the BNCT irradiations involves CaF2:Mn
(TLD-400) thermoluminescence dosimeters.Originally 7LiF TLDs (TLD-700)
were used, but, as discussed below, the TLD-700 dosimeters were found to
be too sensitive to thermal neutrons.The TLD-400 dosimeters were
calibrated by irradiation in the Budd 60Co irradiator fromzero to 1000
cGy.All measurements are made in triplicate samples both in the
calibrations and in actual reactor irradiations.TLD glow curves are
integrated from 100 °C to 350 °C with a 7.06 °C s-1 linear temperature
ramp and a 50.2 s total readout time.TLDs encapsulated in thin plastic
are inserted into slits between cell vials in the bismuth in vitro
sample holder.At the neutron and gamma ray fields involved in these
irradiations, no significant fade (loss of thermoluminescenceas a
function of time after irradiation) was observed.However, for reactor
irradiations, the TLD-400 is read out within the first 30 minutes to
minimize thermal neutron irradiation effects (see discussion below).
Several interesting and unanticipated results, with concomitant
lessons learned, occurred while establishing the TLDgamma ray/neutron
dosimetry protocol, especially during the early phases of the thermal46
column beam characterization.A detailed discussion of the
establishment of the BNCT dosimetryprogram and lessons learned follows.
Thermoluminescent dosimeters were the initialgamma ray dosimetry
mode of choice and have remained the sole methodfor BNCT irradiations
inside the thermal column.This is due primarily to theirvery small
size (3.2 mm x 3.2 mm x 0.9 mm), lack of externalpower supply
requirement, and substantial proven experience baseeven though they, of
course, also have their shortcomings.The main reasons other gammaray
dosimetry methods (especially ion chambers)were precluded for this
application are: (1) there would be substantial thermalneutron
activation of detector materials and/orpower cabling with concomitant
potential for rendering uselessany ion chamber type devices placed in
the thermal column at BNCT neutronexposure levels; (2) ion chambers are
generally too large, making them unwieldy in smallspaces as well as
significant potential perturbators of the desired thermalneutron beam;
and (3) they generally require externalpower sources, presenting
cabling access problems when the thermal column dooris fully shut, as
is the case for the in vitro irradiations.
As part of the initial dosimetry decisionprocess, various
discussions were held with individuals at USDOE-Idaho, EG&G-Idaho,Naval
Research Laboratory, USDOE Environmental Measurements Laboratory,and
Solon Technologies, Inc.In addition, OSU Radiation Center personnel
had a successful history and current technique of employing
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD-700; LiF) with Harshaw2000A/2000B
readout equipment for their gamma ray background environmental
measurement program.OSU Radiation Center personnel also had a history47
of using activation foils (especially gold) for measuringneutron
radiation fields in the OSTR.
It is noteworthy that a cursory review of the literature provided
very little published experience for employing TLDs in a high-level,
mixed neutron-gamma ray field.However, the literature and discussions
with several sources indicated a degree of satisfaction andsuccess
employing a combination of TLD-700 (7LiF) and TLD-600 (6LiF) for
measuring and discriminating thermal neutrons andgamma rays in a mixed
(albeit low neutron) field [1,2].
Based upon the plethora of published experience using LiF
thermoluminescent dosimeters and their known and generally favorable
characteristics, a decision was made to test the efficacy of usinga
combination of TLD-700 and TLD-600 dosimeters for measuring thegamma
ray/thermal neutron components during in vitro cell irradiations.In
the meantime, an initial characterization of the fast andthermal
neutron components of the OSTR thermal column beamwas performed with
gold and indium foils and the concomitantgamma ray field with TLD-700.
In fact, due to the problems encountered and described later, theOSU
BNCT dosimetry program ultimately rejected TLD-600 and TLD-700
dosimeters and elected to use only TLD-400 (CaF2:Mn) dosimeters for
gamma ray dosimetry and gold foils for thermal neutron fluence
measurements for the in vitro studies.
The basic equipment used to carry out the initial BNCT TLDgamma
ray dosimetry program included the dosimeters (TLD-400, -600, -700 in
solid "chip" form manufactured by Solon Technologies, Inc.; 3.17x 3.17
x 0.9 mm), dosimeter packaging, TLD reader equipment (Harshaw Model48
2000-A Thermoluminescent Detector and a 2000-B Automatic Integrating
Picoammeter), an annealing oven and annealing tray for TLD preparation,
and the 60Co Budd irradiator.
For most applications (i.e., personnel, environmental,or clinical
dosimetry), the use of TLDs requires establishinga protocol which
addresses the following general procedures:
preparation for useThis usually consists of cleaning,
annealing (either in an oven or reader to eraseany previous
thermoluminescence (TL) signal and to re-establish
sensitivity), and packaging.
irradiation and/or storageStorage may take place prior to
and/or after irradiation.
preparation for readoutThis usually consists of unpackaging
and possibly pre-readout annealing.
readoutThe deliberate controlled thermal stimulation ofa
TLD and the accompanying measurement of the TL (i.e., light
emitted).
The details of each procedure, once established, are performed ina
reproducible manner with respect to the procedural steps and timing.
Indeed, this is an important aspect of an effective TLDprogram in order
to minimize variance and eliminate potential sources oferror.
The protocol for the handling, preparation for use, irradiation/
storage, and readout for TLD-600/-700 BNCT dosimetry program closely
paralleled the on-going TLD-700 environmental monitoringprogram at the
OSU Radiation Center.This was done for several reasons.The Radiation
Center owned the only TLD readout equipment readily available to the49
BNCT project (although the project did procure itsown TLD reader
equipment soon after project startup), the BNCT project had elected to
use LiF TLDs (i.e., TLD-600/-700) initially, and the Radiation Center's
environmental monitoring program's TLD-700 processing protocolwas
expected to be conservative with respect to the relatively much higher
radiation dose program (i.e., few hundreds of cGy gammaray and 1012 to
1013 n cm-2 thermal neutron fluence) for BNCTresearch.
In all cases, upon receipt of new TLDs, they are visually examined
for physical defects and then batch checked ata 60Co exposure of 200
cGy.TLDs that are greater than ±5% of the mean are thrown out.A
calibration curve covering the anticipated exposure range of interest is
then constructed using the Budd 60Co irradiator.Each TLD batch
(usually about 50 TLDs) is, thereafter, identifiedas a group and each
TLD within the batch is individually serialized to track its history.
Periodically, a sensitivity check is performed for a given TLD batch by
60Co-
irradiating five randomly chosen TLDs within the batch to a known
value (e.g., 200 cGy).If the TL mean value is greater than ±5% of the
TL value derived from the most recent calibration curve for the known
60
Co exposure, then a group sensitivity check is performed followed by
generation of a new calibration curve.
Some pertinent remarks followed by a very basic review of TLD
theory is in order before proceeding with the explanation of why the
TLD-600 and TLD-700 dosimeters proved inadequate for the thermal column
thermal neutron/gamma ray dosimetry.It should be understood that,
whereas there were historical records of the neutron beam
characterization of the OSTR thermal column (with a single graphite50
stringer removed), there were no such records of the OSTR thermalcolumn
gamma ray dose rate and energy spectrum.However, because other
research reactors (some being TRIGAs) have recent histories employing
their modified graphite-moderated thermal columns for BNCTresearch,
there was access to their experience.Thus, with minor structural
modifications to the OSTR thermal column assembly,a gamma dose per unit
thermal neutron fluence ratio of the order 3x 10-" cGy/(n cm-2) or less
was expected to be achievable.Also, the fact was considered that, when
placing any materials in a thermal neutron beam,one must be alert to
the potential significance of effects from various isotopic activations
(e.g., materials acting as a neutron "sink", negative effects from
prompt radiations, negative effects from activation product decay
radiations, etc.).
In the simplest case, potential 11 energy is primarily introduced
and stored in the crystalline dielectric TLD material by the creationof
"free" electron/hole pairs within the crystal via the normalinteraction
mechanisms of ionizing radiations (direct or indirect) with matter.For
example, Figure 3.1 assumes a single photon interacts with the TLD
material creating a photoelectron and hole pair.Both the electron and
hole migrate independently in their respectiveenergy bands (conduction
band and valence band, respectively) until each either experiences
electron/hole recombination (the fate of .99% of radiation-induced
charges) or becomes "trapped" in an electronor hole trap (.1%
of the time) [1] which, during manufacture, was intentionally "bred"
into the TLD crystal by the controlled addition of minute quantities of
impurities which create localized point defects (energy traps) withinionizing
event
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Figure 3.1 Energy-level Diagram of theThermoluminescence Process
the crystal lattice.Upon the controlled addition ofenergy (e.g.,
heat) to the TLD, either or both the trappedelectron and hole may be
released.Figure 3.1 shows the case where the trapped electronis
released first (i.e., the electron trap depthis shallower than the hole
depth), recombines with a hole and emitsa light photon.In practice, a
TLD readout system applies heatenergy to the individual TLD in a
controlled repeatable fashion and, viaan appropriately designed
photocathode/photomultiplier tube and associated electronics,reads out
the released thermoluminescence in units ofelectrical charge (e.g.,
microcoulombs (MC)).The electrical charge is then converted to
absorbed dose (e.g., cGy) via a previously knownand derived calibration
curve.
The initial planned protocol for monitoring thegamma ray/thermal
neutron fluences in the thermal columnwas as follows.The full amount
of integrated thermoluminescence (TL) read outfrom the TLD-600 (95.62%
6Li, 4.38%
7
Ll according to the literature [1]) would beinterpreted as
due to both the total gamma ray dose and total thermalneutron fluence52
at a given TLD location in the thermal column.The full amount of
integrated TL readout from the TLD-700 (0.007% 6Li, 99.993% 7Li
according to the literature [1]) would be interpretedas a measure of
the total gamma ray dose at a given location.The difference of the
output TLs may then be assumed as due to thermal neutrons only.This TL
difference can then be correlated to known thermal neutron fluences via
standard gold foil techniques.Indeed, this method of measuring both
gamma ray and thermal neutron doses in a mixed field has been employed
by others (albeit at low personnel dosimetry dose levels) and,as
previously noted, is referenced in the literature [1,2].
Upon initial batch checking of newly received TLD-600 and -700
dosimeters by irradiating them in the Budd 60Co gamma irradiator to the
same dose (400 cGy), it was observed that the mean TL outputs in AC of
both TLD-600 and -700 were within 4.7% of one another.This was not
unexpected for these two different types of LiF TLDs for two reasons.
First, the primary photon interactions in the LiF crystal are
practically all Compton and photoelectric (PE) which vary with the
material's effective atomic number (Zeff), where PE is proportional to
=Z4 to Z5 and Compton to .-----Z.One reference quotes a general Zeff of 8.1
for LiF [3].Recall that ZLi = 3 and ZF = 9.Further, effective atomic
number must be specified for the type of photon interaction being
considered.For example, one reference states that for the
photoelectric effect Zeff = (aiZT + a2Z2 +--)lim
where al =
(fili/Al/Ei(fili/Ai) is the fraction of the electrons present in the
mixture that belongs to atoms of atomic number Z1, and so on; f1 is the
weight fraction of that element present; and m has a value of about 3.553
[4].Using this formula one calculates a Zeff for 6LiF and 7LiF of
=8.31.The fact that there is essentially no difference in the LiF
effective atomic number whether using 6Lior 7Li is not unexpected since
the effect of the Z of F being about three times greater than theZ of
Li significantly diminishes the influence of the small differencein A
numbers between 6Li and 7Li.Second, these TLD-600 and TLD-700 sets
were purchased with matched sensitivities.Further, it should be noted
that the achievement of batch to batch matched sensitivitiesbetween
different batches of TLD material, even within thesame TLD type (e.g.,
TLD-700), does require that the purity of the crystalline matrix and the
amount and type of impurity doping during manufacture be held
effectively constant.
The other ionizing radiation interaction of interest is from the
indirectly ionizing thermal neutrons.All LiF TLDs respond to thermal
neutrons, via the 6Li(n,a)3H reaction, to the degree that the 6Li
isotope is present in the TLD's crystalline matrix.The alpha particle
and triton share a total kinetic energy of 4.80 MeV (T(a)= 2.06 MeV;
T(3H)= 2.74 MeV) [5].These densely ionizing high-LET particles impart
their kinetic energies to the TLD very near their points of origin by
stripping valence band electrons from Li and F atoms, thus creatingmany
free electron-hole pairs in the crystal lattice,some of which are
subsequently trapped at point defect trapping sites, justas was the
fate of some of the electron-hole pairs created by the indirectly
ionizing photons.This trapped energy is, of course, also releasedas
TL upon the controlled heating of the TLD and read outas electric
charge.54
Why both the TLD-600 and TLD-700 dosimeterswere rejected for
dosimetry use in the gamma ray/thermal neutron fluences proposedfor the
BNCT irradiations is now discussed.The notion of using a combination
of the TLD-600 and -700 as a measure of thermal neutron fluencewas
readily dispelled after the first several irradiations in thethermal
column.First, it was found that after one exposure ofa group of TLD-
600 dosimeters to a thermal neutron fluence of the order 1x 1013 n cm-2,
the group lost its response sensitivityeven to a subsequent pure 60Co
gamma irradiation.It became apparent that some type of physical
changes had likely occurred within the LiF matrix, rendering them
useless as reliable and reproducible dosimetric instruments.Such
effects as alteration or destruction of desired trappingcenters and/or
microfractures caused by the release of helium and tritiumgases from
the very high number of 6Li(n,a)3H reactions occurringnear the surfaces
of the TLD crystal are thought to be responsible.Second, it is
reported that the thermal neutron self-shielding effect of 6Li in the
TLD-600 can be substantial and difficult to account for.And lastly, it
was realized that rather than attempt to correlate TLD-600 results with
gold foil results, it would be just as convenient for this experimental
paradigm to simply use small, thin gold foils for direct measurement of
the thermal neutron fluences while eliminating another step which could
introduce additional error.Hence, an early decision was made to
eliminate the use of the TLD-600 on the BNCT project and tomeasure
thermal neutron fields with gold foils only (with appropriate epithermal
correction).55
Other difficulties, ultimately attributed directly to theuse of
the TLD-700 for gamma ray dosimetry ina high mixed neutron and gamma
ray field environment, did not become so readily apparent until several
months after the cessation of TLD-600use.During the course of the
initial thermal column gamma ray/neutron field characterization,there
was concern about the much higher than desired or expected gammaray
doses (as interpreted from TLD-700 dosimeters).For example, at
locations in the thermal column where, with appropriatereactor power
and exposure time, the targeted 1 x 1013n cm-2 thermal neutron fluence
was achieved, the measured gamma ray dose was of the order of 1250 cGy
(ratio = 1.25 x 10-10 cGy/(n cm-2)).Not only was this 4 to 5 times
higher than the ratio of 2 to 3 x 10-" thought bymany to be achievable
in a Mark II TRIGA reactor graphite-moderated thermal column, but,from
a radiobiologic standpoint, it was evident that less than 0.1% of in
vitro mammalian cells, of any type, could survive sucha gamma ray dose
[6], thus negating the possibility of observinga BNCT effect on any
cell cultures irradiated in the OSTR thermal column.
The initial response to this unexpected resultwas to carefully
reexamine (1) the TLD cycle procedures and calibrationcurve techniques,
(2) the extent of additional TL introduction via Compton scattered
electrons and/or characteristic x-rays from the nearby bismuth, (3) the
potential for introducing additional gamma ray flux via capturegamma
rays (especially from hydrogenous materials acting as TLD
holders/supports, etc.), and (4) the possibility that theopen 10 cm x
10 cm hole created by removal of the central graphite stringer might be
allowing excessive streaming of fast neutrons andgamma rays from the56
reactor core.Also, at that time, initial efforts to modify the
existing thermal column configuration for in vitro BNCT workwere
focused heavily on reconfiguring the center stringerspace of the
thermal column with various combinations ofgamma ray shielding and
neutron reflector materials to optimize the gamma ray to thermal neutron
ratio near the inner end of the thermal column.
With respect to the possible dose contribution from characteristic
x-rays, an early study was performed to test for that effect when Pb was
the primary gamma ray beam shield still under consideration for the
thermal column BNCT studies.A small Pb cylinder was fabricated with a
1.90 cm wall thickness circumferentially andon top and bottom.
Increasingly smaller cylinders of Sn, Cu and Alwere fabricated to nest
within the Pb cylinder and within one another.Their wall thicknesses
were designed to be greater than required for the one-hundredth value
layer for the maximum expected k-shell x-ray energy that might be
emitted by the preceding material.No shielding was included for the
maximum energy Al k-shell x-ray of 1.5 keV.This experiment
demonstrated that the TLDs were not receiving significant additional TL
due to Pb characteristic x-rays, and it is assumed this would be the
case for bismuth.
Also, early studies were performed to evaluate and account for the
effect of Compton scattered electrons on the TLDs.Initially this was
examined in the Budd 60Co irradiator where the TLDs are calibrated. It
was, of course, predicted that there would be a substantial population
of Compton scattered electrons of energy < 1.12 MeV, the maximumenergy
transferred to a Compton scattered electron for a 1.33 MeV °Co gamma57
ray, across a continuous spectrum within the lead-lined chamber of the
60Co
irradiator.Indeed, at a 400 cGy exposure in the Budd irradiator,
0.64 cm of lucite decreased the total induced TL by 32%compared to
adjacent "uncovered" TLDs.Tests were then conducted in the thermal
column using a small lucite cylinder to shield against Comptonscattered
electrons from the bismuth sample holder.Unexpectedly, the TLDs in the
lucite cylinder read slightly higher than the "bare" TLDs byanywhere
from 11 to 25%.Although one expects the generation of significant
hydrogen capture gamma rays from the very hydrogenous lucite,it was
anticipated that the majority would escape the "local" TLDarea without
imparting substantial energy into the TLDs.At this point no
intentional shielding has been added to block the Compton scattered
electrons within the bismuth shield assembly.During actual sample
irradiations it is expected that the polyethylene sample vials will
shield a portion of any Compton electrons within the bismuth sample
holder and, further, the bulk of the cell media will be self-shielded
from those Compton electrons that do penetrate the sample vial wall.
Thus, all TLDs processed in the Budd "Co irradiator for calibration
curves and/or sensitivity checks are shielded from the Compton scattered
electrons by 0.32 cm of lucite.
Another phenomenon was also observed which, under certain specific
conditions, was inducing additional unexpected TL.After close
examination of several thermal column irradiation results, itwas noted
that whenever TLD packets (TLD-700 or -400) were placed closely adjacent
to gold foils, these TLD packets would average anywhere from 23% to 26%
more TL than those not immediately adjacent to gold foils.It was58
surmised that this additional TL was being caused mostly bythe 198,Au
0.96 MeV fl- decay (T1/2 = 2.694 day) plus its concomitant0.411 MeV gamma
ray and, perhaps, some Compton scattered electrons from the high-Z gold.
In a separate confirmatory test, a packet of three unexposedTLDs was
placed immediately adjacent to a gold foil which had beenirradiated and
promptly removed from the thermal column.A few hours of exposure
adjacent to the foil resulted in an average absorbed dose to theTLDs of
about 50 cGy.
Finally, after reducing the observedgamma ray to thermal neutron
ratio (using TLD-700 dosimeters and gold foils) toa point where further
action brought no significant reduction, the possibility that the
reported small amount of 6Li in the TLD-700, 20.07% according to the
manufacturer [1,5], might be introducing a non-trivial amount of TL when
exposed to thermal neutron fluences of 1012 to 1013n cm-2 was examined.
This was done in conjunction with some CaF2:Mn (TLD-400) TLDs, whichare
reported to be relatively neutron independent.A series of thermal
column irradiation experiments comparing the relativeresponses of both
TLD-700 and TLD-400 dosimeters was conducted.Before discussing the
results from these experiments, selected findings froma literature
review comparing CaF2:Mn and LiF phosphors with respect to certain key
attributes are presented.
LiF TLDs are considered tissue-equivalent because their Zeff of
8.1 to 8.3 is similar to the often quoted average human tissue Zeff of
7.4.Alternately, CaF2:Mn TLDs do not demonstrate tissue equivalence
because of their relatively high Zeff (about 17.2as determined from the
formula presented above).Depending on the specific application, of59
course, tissue-equivalence may or may not be advantageous.Also, due
primarily to their effective atomic numbers, LiF TLDs tendto have a
relatively flat energy response over a broadrange of gamma ray
energies, whereas CaF2:Mn TLDs begin to exhibita significant energy
dependence as gamma ray energies fall below about 300 keV(e.g., at 40
keV the response sensitivity of CaF2::Mn is about 13 times thatof its
response to 1.0 MeV gamma rays) [7].A flat energy response, also, may
or may not be advantageous depending on the specific application,
although for most applications a relatively flatresponse is desirable.
Further, because the interaction cross-sections (i.e., probabilities)
for the three principal modes of gammaray interaction with matter
(i.e., the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, andpair
production) vary directly with the material effective Z (i.e.,
approximately Z4 to Z5, Z, and Z2, respectively) [8], the TLD-400
exhibits a sensitivity approximately one order of magnitudegreater than
that of tissue-equivalent TLDs [9].Although this sensitivity
difference could be significant for very low doses, suchas personnel
and background environmental monitoring, it is of minimalconcern at
BNCT doses.Both TLD types are relatively dose rate independent, and
respond approximately linearly for doses up to about 10 Gy, with LiF
exhibiting supralinearity at higher doses [8].Also, fading is reported
as minimal for LiF phosphors, whereas the TLD-400 is reported to exhibit
rapid fading of z6% ± 3% during the first day postexposure [9].Fading
can be accounted for by exercising care in the timing and consistency of
TLD readout and application of derived correction factorsas required.
In summary, this examination of the literature did not identifyany60
particular characteristic which might negate the potential to
successfully employ the TLD-400 in a high level mixedgamma ray/neutron
environment.Although the TLD-400 has a significant energyresponse at
lower gamma ray energies, it was believed that the relative amount of
gamma rays below 300 keV in and around the inner core of the graphite
thermal column is small and, further, even if lowerenergy gamma rays do
introduce a small but measurable over-response in the TLD-400, this
effect would result in a conservative response with respect to
estimating the true gamma ray dose.However, while researching the
literature with respect to the relative advantages/disadvantages of LiF
and CaF2:Mn TLDs for various applications, certain references did raise
the specter of possible significant response of the TLD-700 to high
thermal neutron fluences (e.g., >1012 n cm-2).Thus, the possibility of
such an effect with the TLD-700 needed to be investigated.
The TLD-700/-400 high-level mixed-field gamma ray/thermal neutron
response comparison studies were conducted as follows.TLD-700 and TLD-
400 dosimeters were placed at given positions in the thermal column and
irradiated at a predetermined reactor power and exposure time.In some
instances, individual packets containing both the TLD-400 and -700were
intentionally shielded with thermal neutron shielding materials.First,
readily available H3B03 (with natural B isotopic abundance)was used.
In later experiments enriched 6Li2CO3 (92.39 wt% 6Li) was used.Thus,
unshielded and shielded TLD types in various combinationswere compared.
These tests did verify that the TLD-700 was over-responding
significantly due to the relatively large thermal neutron fluence
interacting with the small amount of 6Li via the 6Li(n,a)3H reaction61
presented above.Subsequently, it was learned from the TLD-700
supplier, Solon Technologies, Inc., that the particular TLD-700 batch
being used had a 6Li content of 0.04 wt% (about six times greater than
the 0.007 wt% value commonly quoted in the literature).
Prior to implementing the TLD-400, two fade testswere performed
to determine the amount of fade (considered potentially significant
according to the literature as noted above) and type of correction
factor, if any, or processing protocol changes that might be needed.Up
to five days subsequent to 60Co irradiation to 200 cGy,no significantly
measurable fade was evident.It is assumed that the significant fade
referred to in the literature is a phenomenon noted at much lower
exposures only.
After implementing the TLD-400 for BNCT gamma ray dosimetry (and
continuing to monitor thermal neutron fluence with gold foils), the
gamma ray dose to thermal neutron fluence ratio for various reactor
power/irradiation time scenarios, at exposure positions within the in
vitro bismuth sample holder with the full bismuth shield/graphite
reflector assembly in place, have been within the range of 2.03 to 3.35
x 10.'11 cGy/(n cm-2), a result that is in line with predicted achievable
results and certainly one which will permit the clear observation ofa
viable BNCT effect for in vitro cell cultures should one exist.
After shifting to the use of the TLD-400, another related TLD
phenomenon came to light and required further remedial action to
mitigate or otherwise account for its effects.During the handling and
processing of TLD-400 dosimeters which had been exposed in the thermal
column, it was observed some 4 to 5 hours post-irradiation using a62
portable GM detector that these TLDs retainedsome unknown, but not
insignificant, amount of activity induced duringexposure to the high
thermal neutron fluences (i.e., 1012 to 1013n cm-2).It was already
known that the Ca and F had no significant radionuclideswith half-lives
conducive to this response. The amount of Mnpresent had been assumed to
be typical dopant trace quantities.However, a cursory observation of
the time period required for an exposed TLD-400to approach an
equilibrium TL output (i.e., by the following day)was consistent with
the 2.6 hour half-life of 56Mn.A series of TLD-400 exposureswas
conducted in the thermal column at various reactorpowers.A series of
curves of induced TL (4) vs. time after end-of-irradiation (EDI)as a
function of reactor power proved to fit preciselya (1 e-at)response,
with A being the decay constant for 56Mn (see Figure3.2).
Effect of Mn-56 Activation in TLD 400s
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Figure 3.2 Effect of Mn-56 Activation in the TLD-40063
As an example of the potential influenceon gamma ray absorbed
dose results when using the TLD-400, aftera thermal neutron fluence
exposure of 1 x 1013 n cm-2, a one hour delay in processing (i.e.,
reading out) the TLD resulted in an approximately 24%increase in the
total TL recovered.Without correction, this TL would otherwise all be
attributed to gamma ray dose.Thus, a "read out" of the TLDs within
one-half hour after end-of-irradiationwas developed as a protocol for
BNCT thermal column irradiations.In a worst case scenario (i.e.,1 x
1013 n cm-2), this would resultin an approximately 13% increase in the
reported gamma ray dose.All TLD-400 responses are now corrected back
to the end-of-irradiation time to "back out" the thermalneutron
contribution.
3.2 Activation Foil Program
As referenced above, activation of gold foils with concomitant
gamma ray spectrometry analysis and mathematical calculation/correction
is the presently preferred method of thermal neutron dosimetry forthe
BNCT in vitro experiments in the OSTR thermal column. The 197Au foils
employed are 99.9916% pure, 25.4 gm thick, 0.635cm diameter, with an
average mass of 0.0162 g.They have been demonstrated as "thin" targets
to thermal/epithermal neutrons and, thus, exhibit negligible self-
shielding.Exposed gold foils are counted with a Ge(Li) detector (13.0%
relative efficiency at 1332 keV) in conjunction withan Adcam 8192
multichannel analyzer.
Thermal and epithermal neutron fluxes are determined by the
standard bare and cadmium-covered gold foil technique.The foils are64
placed in the bottom of the sample wells in the invitro sample holder.
Foils are not placed adjacent to the TLDs since,as described above,
they tend to increase the TLD output because of the beta radiationfrom
the gold foils that is absorbed in the TLDs.The Oepi/Oth ratio at the
BNCT sample holder location in the thermal column,as experimentally
determined, is about 1/58.This value is then used to correct for the
epithermal neutron activation of the gold foil.Subsequently, the
thermal neutron fluence (4th) is mathematically determined bya
manipulation of the following standard equation.
A N Cth 0th [1 + (RI /a (1
e-at)
(RI /nth) (Oepi/Oth)1
where:A is the measured foil activity,
N is the number of 197Au atoms per foil,
Cth is the 197Au thermal neutron activation cross-section,
0th is the thermal neutron fluence rate,
0epi is the epithermal neutron fluence rate,
RI is the 197Au resonance integral,
A is the 198Au decay constant,
t is the time of foil irradiation.
Also, fast neutron fluxes are typically measured bysome type of
foil activation technique which has a threshold value, i.e., the
activation only occurs above some threshold energy.For the OSTR
thermal column, the fast neutron flux was previously measured witha
single graphite stringer removed.The115In(n,n')115mInthreshold
reaction was used, wherein the indium foils were housed in 1.0g cm-2
thick enriched 10B shells.The experimentally determined0f /Oth ratio
was about 1/350 at the sample holder position in the thermal column.
Thus, the fast neutron component is well within the desired minimum for
the OSTR BNCT thermal neutron beam.65
3.3 Results and Analysis
The OSU BNCT dosimetry program for initial in vitro studies has
evolved to the stage where, with confidence, the desired thermal neutron
beam and concomitant radiations have been well characterized andare
repeatable.The early problems encountered and lessons learned reflect
a maturity in the project design and a more refined awareness of the
many diverse facets of a sound dosimetry program which must receive due
attention in the course of BNCT experiments in order to attain the goal
of good science.
The OSTR thermal column has been appropriately modified to yield
the requisite thermal neutron beam for BNCT work while minimizing the
concomitant, unwanted fast and epithermal neutron components and the
direct and indirect gamma ray flux components.Table 3.1 lists the
neutron and gamma ray radiation fields that have been measured in the in
vitro sample holder for a three minute irradiation at 1 MW.
Table 3.1
Summary of Radiation Fields in the OSTR Thermal Column
at the BNCT in vitro Sample Holder
RADIATION TYPE & QUANTITY AVERAGE VALUE'
Thermal Neutron Flux 5.2x101° n cm-2 s-1
Thermal Neutron Fluence 1.0X10
13
n cm
-2
Epithermal Neutron Flux 9.3x10
a
n cm
-2
S
-1
Au
-1
Fast Neutron Flux 1.5x10 8 n cm
-2
S
-1
Gamma Ray Dose Rate 1.1 cGy s-1
Gamma Ray Dose 2.0x10
2
cGy
Gamma Ray:Thermal Neutron Ratio 2.1x10
11
cGy/(n CM
-2
)
1. All values based on an irradiation of 1 MW for 3 minutes.66
Thus, the thermal neutron flux is more than 50 times the
epithermal neutron flux and about 350 times the fast neutron flux.
Consequently, the fast neutron flux is negligible for these studies.
The epithermal neutron flux is significantly lower than the thermal flux
and requires only a small correction factor for the gold foil
activations.And finally, the ratio of the gamma ray dose to the
thermal neutron fluence, namely 2.1x10-" cGy/(n cm-2), is sufficiently
low to ensure that gamma rays do not constitute too largea contribution
to the overall dose to the cells.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter summarizes the work done to date leading to the
present state of readiness to conduct the initial in vitro BNCT
experiments at the OSTR BNCT facilities.It concludes with
recommendations for future work.
4.1 Summary
The demonstration of viable, effective BNCT human clinical trials
is, of course, the ultimate long range objective of all BNCT research,
thus, paving the way for the development and implementation of treatment
centers throughout the country to alleviate the pain and suffering
caused by a host of cancers and other tumors which still remain
seemingly resistant to conventional therapies.
More specific to the OHSU/OSU BNCT research program, the promise
of BNCT as an effective agent against pituitary tumors and other
endocrine-mediated cancers is exciting and should be pursued vigorously.
Demonstrating the efficacy of BNCT against in vitro pituitary tumor cell
lines is a first and critical step toward this long range goal.A fully
operational BNCT in vitro irradiation facility and laboratory support
facilities are now in place at OSU, and initial in vitro BNCT
irradiation of pituitary tumor cell cultures is currently underway.
The BNCT support laboratory and equipment are in place and
operational to safely and efficiently conduct the requisite pre- and
post-irradiation on-site handling and processing of tumor cell line
cultures and requisite dosimetry.Indeed, cell handling and processing68
procedures are also in place, and early BNCT in vitro cell irradiation
studies have been performed to work out bugs, etc.Although based on
only preliminary data, it appears that the BNCT effect has been observed
on early trials of AtT-20 rat pituitary tumor cells.
4.2 Future Work
The next phase of the OHSU/OSU BNCT pituitary studies will involve
demonstrating a clear positive BNCT effect on AtT-20 and GH-3 rat
pituitary cell lines followed by investigations of other endocrine tumor
cell lines such as MCF-7 breast cancer cells.Several hurdles remain to
be cleared in support of this immediate objective.
The project needs to locate and/or establish an effective
technique for measuring cellular loading of 10B.The ICP-MS facility
located at the OSU College of Oceanography holds immediate promise to
this end.Preliminary work is underway to demonstrate its capability to
accurately and repeatably measure quantities of 10B from cell samples
with levels as low as a few parts per billion.Alternately, EG&G-Idaho
has both ICP-MS and ICP-AES (Atomic Emission Spectroscopy) facilities
which might prove feasible, but they presently have a lengthy backlog
and transport of samples to Idaho are cumbersome at best.
Effective means of accurately and reproducibly preparing standard
cell survival curves for the in vitro cell culture studies need to be
refined.It is recommended that this effort focus on refining cell
plating and colony counting techniques for irradiated cells.
In the near term, microdosimetric techniques should be explored
for application to this technology.Computer modelling of the physics69
at subcellular levels may offer the most viable microdosimetric
technique available at this time.
Other studies, using computer codes such as MCNP and TORT, could
be undertaken now to model the neutron and gamma ray spectra within the
OSTR core and, subsequently, in the OSTR thermal column itself.
Animal in vivo studies are expected to follow the soon anticipated
demonstration of in vitro BNCT efficacy on pituitary cells.To this
end, OSU should expand upon its very preliminary investigation of
designing a rodent or other small animal holder for this next phase.
Broadly, two options should be explored.One is the design and
construction of an in vivo holder to be located on the outer face of the
OSTR thermal column and between the thermal column shield door.Note
that it has been demonstrated that the shield door can be left open up
to 6" without undue radiation streaming, and such irradiations can be
conducted while keeping within sound ALARA (as low as reasonably
achievable) personnel exposure practices.The potential downside of
locating an in vivo rat holder on the thermal column face is the longer
exposure times which might be required to achieve desired thermal
neutron fluences when irradiating.Thus, the other option which should
be explored in detail very soon is the design of a rat holder device
which could be placed within the thermal column in the center 10 cm x 30
cm void space close to the inner end.The need for an in vivo BNCT
irradiation facility could come sooner than expected as other non-
pituitary BNCT researchers have recently expressed interest in
performing in vivo rat studies at OSU.70
And, lastly, future work must include constant vigilance by
present researchers in the conduct of present experiments, ensuringthat
sound scientific methods are being employed while always seekingways of
refining present techniques.71
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